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Strategies
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It is often hard to get one's feelings and ideas across effectively wherldebatingo/pr a

topic. Using strategies is key in helping get these feeling and ideas acnoss to others who are

be seen when discussing the topic of legalizing marijuana. -

hearing, or reading, the topic being discussed. Strategies.l"" aif"r"nt methods, such as a specifi. il

tone or giving facts, lr.ordcr to persuade an audience to express a desired emotion on ag:ee with I >C-

an argument. The American Dream and the American Negro is a debate that revolves around the

expectations people have when coming to America and the notion that African-Americans are

unable to reach these expectations. James Baldwin and William Buckley are the two debating on

this topic, both of whom use different strategies to grasp the audience in attempt to win the
I

debate. Some strategies are more effective in getting one's ideas across than others, which will I
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be seen through the debate of Baldwin and Buckley. Strategies are not only used in debates or

speeches, but they can also be used in writing to get one's point across, or even to get the reader
tk

to sympathize with what the author is saying. fhe ffiof strategies within one's writing will

In the American Dream and the American Negro, different strategies were used to get

desired ideas, beliefs, and emotions out of the audience. James Baldwin starts the debate and

uses two different strategies to help his chances of winning. One of the most effective strategies

that Baldwin used within the debate was using a story to draw specific emotions from the crowd.

With this strategy, he generalizes all the hardship and mistreatnent that African-Americans,
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\,
including himself, had to go through as slaves. Baldwin demonstrates this by sayirgff'I picked ,X'' i al#the cotton, I carried it to the market, I built the railroads underneath someone else'b whip" I qf t

(Baldwin l). Baldwin targets both the audience of African-Americans ,nho//caruelate to this 
\ I

subject matter, as well as the whites, whgf/were the ones that forced the African-Americans to

go through these hardships. This strategy is very effective because it not only causes the

audience to see what was forced upon the African-Americans, but also creates a feeling of

solrow amongst the white audience because of the pain they caused the African-Americans )lNl
With this strategy, Baldwin shows his audience that all African-Americans, including himself, 

I

were affected by this mistreafinent. All ric[ and poor, African-Americans experienced some II
form of troubles because of the maltreatnent they had to experience II

Another stratery Baldwin uses is redirecting the audience's attention to what he wants I
I

them to hear. He uses this strategy when he states: 'T.low leaving aside all the physical factors 
I
I

one can quote, leaving aside the rape and murder..." (Baldwin l). Baldwin strongly target white 
I

men who owned slaves with this strategy. This strategy is very powerful because it causes the I
I

audience to hear the information Baldwin wants them to hear, the terrible and graphic things 
I
I

slaves had to go through. Through the lack of explanation about what exactly the "physical 
I

factors" that he is "leaving aside" entails, the audience is forced to dwell on this subject and use 
/ ,,P I

their imagination to create their own images of murder, rape, and being over-worked, resulting 
^ /df$ |

the audience having sympathy for all the obstacles that were forced upon African-Americans. / tO?e I
After Baldwin addressed his stance on the topic, it was Buckley's turn to do the same. .'$"L^AX I

Buckley criticizes Baldwin throughout the debate by stating: "the American community, almost td.JSt l
everywhere he goes, treats him kindfiy] and [with] unction" @ucklei 4). Buckley is targeting t]9s" 

I
the wealthy white audience who believ" rlrurqlav"ry i, ull;rght. Buckley personally attacks W 
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Baldwin's point by claiming he couldn't have suffered though the mistreatnent of all African- 4

Americans, because he is a famous writer. This is not a very effective ,*,"ffi W, il
does not introduceany points that ,!ppg4-@ in{ry debate. He chooses,*"- a"-, 

t)i{efiw
anv points that sgPpgI his stance in tbe debat:. He chooses to tear down 

T"*rr/
Baldwin's points in order to give him an advantage by causing the audience to believe that V$*,,W"l

, '*u n . l l "p l"  VBaldwin'spointsareinvalid i^rfw [;"b?,ry

)aresrates"rJo X&"1
my grandparents worked hard'@uckl ey 4).Buckley is addressing here the poverty that the 

^W.-i'fi
average African American is iq and that even though heisncfufitnot because he is white$is 

no.lf'

because the generation before him worked very hard to gain tfidrewards that he has today. The

audience that Buckley is speaking to is the white Americans who are leaning towards Bal{win,s

side. This strategy is very efficient because it serves as a wake up call. 
"t 

J$fi)#l}

Americans that they should have no sorrow for the poor African'Americans,&tfr1tn"r should

rejoice in the wealth that they havNbecause it was not handed over to them because they are

white, but it was given to them because of the hard worked that they had to endured to get the

wealth they have today. This strategy also works good in tearing down points that were

previously strated by Baldwin about picking the cotton making the railroads etc... because with

Buckley's explanation of how the whites attained their wealth (hard work), they will see the hard

work that the African Americans are going through as the *hard work" they must go through in 
-

order to better their lives j.r"t *,(fr."V had to. A<{ ,- \ r"

Different techniques used witllin shategies can be used to get one's point of view across

in a debate' some of which arc more effective than others. Strategies can also be used when

writing a paper to influence the reader to lean towards one's side on iln issue and agree with the

statements being made. Several strategies can be used in the debate against the legalization of
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marijuana that can cause people that are unsurc on the topic, as well as people for the legalization

of marijuana, to join the view that one is writing about.

A powerful strategy that can be used to persuade people against the legalization of

marijuana is the incorporation of various facts that show the negative effects marijuana has on

the body. This strategy works particularly well because the reader will be able to read a large list

of effects that smoking marijuana will cause to their own bodies, should they choose to smoke it.
.\,-{ . m,a(tu(^ A

rn" *tj!?of this strategy leaves no (x)m for one to argue over since $qffi""r* retepftp,t#

cannot be denied or called invalid since they are facts that have been proven tnre. This strategy

best targets the people who are unsure on the topic. It forces one to lean towards the view one is

writing about because, if one is unsure A *" topic, hearing all theses facts about the negative

effects that the drug has would allow them to see many cons against legalizing marijuana.

Another strategy that will impact the reader's emotion is to reveal real life experience that

had an impact on one's own life. These experiences can consist of deattr, jail, drug dealing,

people are able to emotionally relate with the author and will feel remorseful about causing the

same issues to other people through the legalization of marijuana.

It is never easy persuading one to have the same stance or idea on a topic as yorl but it is 
,I

easy to see that using strategies is exceptionally good at helping one in accomplishing this goal. /

Strategies use several methods that capture the audience attention, which usually bring about

emotion of sorrow, gnef, or even hatred on the topic being discussed. As secn earlier nThe
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American Dream and the American Negro different strategies can be used in debates to bring out

the emotion of your audience, depending on the emotions that one is trying to abstract from

them. However, strategies are not strictly bound to only speeches and debates. Sfiategies are

also a very powerful tool that can be used when writing a paper. As seen in writing a paper on

the legalization of marijuana there are many strategies that one can use within their writing to

force people to lean to the side that supports their beliefs. Strategies arc one of the most

powerftrl and necessary devices when convincing one that they too should believe in the same

view as one, whether that is in a verbal debate or in a paper it is a necessity to incorporate them.
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